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Pen and paper app
Replace old notebooks with pen and paper for iPhone and iPad. With pen and paper, you can create multiple notebooks that you can always carry with you wherever you go. Zoom One comes from the main strengths of the pen and paper from the 20x zoom feature that allows you to edit small details on small iPhone or iPod screens.
Pinch to move and zoom freely. You'll be surprised to see how far you can go. Drawing you can draw with your finger. Select the color and thickness that matches the current zoom level. Use the eraser tool or back off and restore to fix errors. Text and shapes use the text tool to add text and text boxes wherever you want on the page.
You can set the color of text, size, font, and style as you want. You can also add rectangles, circles, arrows, and even pictures to your notes. Set colors, border thickness, and drop-down shades for a more professional look. Select the area use the area selection tool to freely identify, move, and resize parts of your notes. If your drawing is
too large, reduce the size of the page you want to resize and move. Clipart collections and clippings can group objects and pen borders within an area. Once assembled you can treat the group as an individual form. Geometric shapes Clipart can be inserted anywhere in the notes. Click on the page list icon to open the page list and
reorganize pages in the notebook, or cut, copy, and paste individual pages into the same notebook or other notebooks. Select a page size between A4, letter, legal, and one of three different basic styles; Switch patterns easily while working; Change to the network to help with your drawing, and change again once your network no longer
needs to help you. Pen and paper include several more unusual page patterns for workboards, for example, and you can even create additional page patterns. You can convert any page you've created or imported from a PDF file to a custom page style that you can use as a background in any notebook. Individual iCloud documents can
sync across your devices with iCloud Sync. Dropbox you can also download your notebooks to your Dropbox account and download them from that account again. This lets you edit a notebook on your iPad, upload it to Dropbox and then download it for more editing on your iPhone. PDF import and share you can import PDF files as close
backgrounds and draw your notes on top of them. The pen and paper include a virtual text tag to mark the text. You can also import PDF files as slide notes. So if you've received a presentation, just create your slide notes directly with pen and paper, and write your notes next to each slide. PDF files can be imported from mail and
Dropbox and via Sync documents. Share if you need to share or print your notes, use email and AirPrint features from within the app. Pen and paper is perfect for handwritten notes on your iPad or iPhone. You can even import and write on PDFs.INKDraw ink with your finger. Resize, recolor, and move innovative logo graphics. TEXTAdD
text boxes. Change alignment, lines, color, and even install additional lines. Ideal for adding comments to pdf. Geometric shapesadd geometric initials, arrows, and polygons to use embedded in diagram and arrow elements to create diagrams. Create an art clip for parts you want to reuse. PHOTOSINDE PICTURES. You can crop and
rotate photos. SHARETO SHARED YOUR FEEDBACK WITH THE WORLD, SIMPLY EMAILING THEM AS A PDF. You can also extract individual pages such as JPEG images. Dropbox, BOX and WEBDAVDropbox, box and WebDAV integration enable you to download/upload notes to your online accounts, so you can easily continue
with a note started on your iPad on your iPhone. You can even import PDF clips and photos on a page from your accounts. Support PDF, NOTESImport, and explanatory notes from Dropbox or open in. Use any of the built-in templates to note slides to the presentations annotations. When you finish exporting the PDF again. PAGE
STYLESPen and paper comes with a variety of page styles, but you can also create your own. Import a PDF from your favorite page style and store it as a page pattern in the app. ICLOUD SupportDocuments, clipart and style page, can sync via iCloud to all your iDevices.FONTSAre built-in fonts not interesting enough? Install additional
truetype fonts from sites like FontSquirrel and Blambot within the app. HIGH RESOLUTION ZOOMZoom more than 10 times to edit and draw even small details. Features: • iCloud Support • Soft Pan and Zoom • Pen and tag tools with color and thickness • Multi-page laptops • Insert text, arrows, images, rectangles, circles and polygons
easily • Choose the area, to move and resize large areas of your note • PDF import and export (email or other accounts) • Box, box and support WebDAV • Install additional lines (trutype) • Different page styles and add your own. • supports iPen and iPen 2 Stiles • Full screen mode open Mac Store to buy and download apps. Pen and
paper is perfect for handwritten notes on your iPad or iPhone. You can even import and write on PDFs.INKDraw ink with your finger. Resize, recolor, and move innovative logo graphics. TEXTAdD text boxes. Change alignment, lines, color, and even install additional lines. Ideal for adding comments to pdf. Geometric shapesadd geometric
initials, arrows, and polygons to use embedded in diagram and arrow elements to create diagrams. Create an art clip for parts you want to reuse. PHOTOSINDE PICTURES. You can crop and rotate photos. SHARINGTo share your feedback with the world, simply email As PDF. You can also extract individual pages such as JPEG
images. Dropbox, BOX and WEBDAVDropbox, box and WebDAV integration enable you to download/upload notes to your online accounts, so you can easily continue with a note started on your iPad on your iPhone. You can even import PDF clips and photos on a page from your accounts. Support PDF, NOTESImport, and explanatory
notes from Dropbox or open in. Use any of the built-in templates to note slides to the presentations annotations. When you finish exporting the PDF again. PAGE STYLESPen and paper comes with a variety of page styles, but you can also create your own. Import a PDF from your favorite page style and store it as a page pattern in the
app. ICLOUD SupportDocuments, clipart and style page, can sync via iCloud to all your iDevices.FONTSAre built-in fonts not interesting enough? Install additional truetype fonts from sites like FontSquirrel and Blambot within the app. HIGH RESOLUTION ZOOMZoom more than 10 times to edit and draw even small details. Features: •
iCloud Support • Soft Pan and Zoom • Pen and tag tools with color and thickness • Multi-page laptops • Insert text, arrows, images, rectangles, circles and polygons easily • Choose the area, to move and resize large areas of your note • PDF import and export (email or other accounts) • Box, box and support WebDAV • Install additional
lines (trutype) • Different page styles and add your own. • Supports iPen and iPen 2 Stiles • Full screen mode January 14, 2019 version 1.9.1 • Fix a problem with adding elements on iOS 10 and before that I use this app every day to work. This is a great app... But when you type in a text box, the more you type, the less you are
minimized. This makes it very difficult to edit when you can't read the text, and I have a very good vision. Landscapes will also be an awesome addition. I bought a pen to use with this app but it is very difficult to write in a picture so I just click on the keyboard. Also, there must be a blind to pull up from the bottom so as not to specify the
buttons when your hands are resting on the phone. Everything else seems to work great, with the exceptions of a few buggy a bit like when I open the app from the lock screen back to black then I click the home button again and the screen returns and the app closes and I have to reopen it again. Not a big problem though, it just happens
sometimes and probably has to do with the iPhone os. And sometimes when you open the app it will get a new untitled book and when you click back to the books disappears. I've had this app for a few months now and it's great to have all your notes in one app. No need to carry a pillow of paper and pen anymore! Thanks for working
hard to make this app so great, it came a long way! I love the app, worth the money! Great drawing app. Support the drop-down box, The tool allows you to select anything and resize it, move it, cut and paste as well as intuitive controls for pen size and color adjustment is gorgeous. This app is also one of the smoothest handwriting
gesturing, much like the penultimate but beats with many other features including almost incredible pinch and zoom, as well as the ability to import pics into your sketchnotes. I feel as if some low ratings by a few others are not justified. This is a great app and with the response I've seen so far from developers, I'm sure to be one of the
best in the field. Having said that, on my wish list for this app will be: 1. Improvements in palm use with this application, 2. The ability to create pens w colors and pre-defined sizes and 3. The ability to have zoom mode enable a nod to) fit the page into a frame and b) past zoom mode. This is a feature I really like in the brushes app. To
conclude... My recommendation: This is a guard. The developer, Live Apps, has indicated that app privacy practices may include data handling as described below. For more information, see the developer privacy policy. The developer does not collect any data from this application. Privacy practices may vary, for example, depending on
the features you use or your age. Find out more
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